IF YOU HAVE AN AFRICAN OR ASIAN SOUNDED NAME YOU WILL NEED TO SEND ALMOST TWICE AS MANY JOB APPLICATIONS JUST TO GET AN INTERVIEW.
Racism is still a problem in the UK.

In 2013, your ethnic background still significantly impacts your life chances.

We all have the power to do something about it, if we make changes in our own lives, workplaces and communities.

Join the movement and pledge your action to tackle racial inequality on the End Racism This Generation website. Your pledge can inspire others to follow your lead.

Here are some actions people have already pledged

“ I’ll retweet @EndRacismUK to help spread the word about racial inequality ”

“ Our business will train staff to challenge racist language and incidents ”

“ Our university will start recruiting new students based on potential, recognising their educational context ”

What will you do?

[Links to End-Racism.org, @EndRacismUK, and facebook.com/RunnymedeTrust]